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GOOD FOUNDATIONS

Perimeter foundations and interior floor support piers either on posts or stem walls hold the 
building up in place. The size of footings at the bearing or bottom side of the foundation are very impor-
tant. It is not at all unusual to see a brick foundation built with a staggered out or pyramid shape much 
wider at the footing ground contact than a concrete foundation poured at the same general time. The 
wider foundation footing house especially on softer soils such as the typical silt loaded alluvial plains 
of the Bay Area almost always have windows and doors in good working condition where the “better” 
concrete from maybe 1880 to 1930 has subsided down with wavy floors and windows that stopped 
working sometime in the Roosevelt era. (Theodore) High water tables and soils that stay damp during 
the Winter months will usually turn the mortar between bricks to soft paste. The bricks can collapse 
down. 

Where the soil drains well brick foundations can be a better type of older foundations. Go ahead 
and ask the home seller for a big discount anyway. And those old super strong in compression bricks are 
a premium for paving and other projects. After large quakes, their availability is good. Plan your next 
deluxe garden pathway for sometime in the next 30 years when you live in the S.F. Bay Area.

Call a seasoned engineer for the best solutions when faced with having to replace an entire brick 
foundation or you will end up paying for a new Cadillac or Chris Craft for your lucky local contractor.

Often times besides supporting a vertical load perhaps as little as 20 or 24’ feet of foundation per 
side would have to be replaced with modern 5 sack mix and rebar for seismic. Sometimes the short 
direction walls of a building are the most expensive to retrofit well. Top designers will help customers 
prioritize the job. Perhaps walls can be build just inside the existing ones to preserve decorative siding 
and old growth architectural features. 

Some of these solutions are called cantilevered columns or buttress walls. Good engineers can 
built elsewhere to take the loads without tearing out the original stairways and landings too. 

In engineering for brick and complex structures there are two axioms:

The first is to make sure the engineer can provide a solution for you that’s a service and not a 
detriment.

Second, when you only want $1000 of engineering, you will get an extra 20 or 30 thousand dol-
lars of construction costs. Count on these facts. You can still get lousy boiler plate for higher costs. But 
you will not get top service for the cheapest price. It is similar to the Oat market for livestock feed. 

 Complex hillside homes with bond or matrix foundation shapes can have their load shear path 
down through middle walls. Do not assume that putting more plywood on the outside foundations in 
the basement space will do anything positive for a property. Often times, top engineers order “shear 
walls” built by instant seismic expert builders removed to prevent overstressing the walls with large 
windows above etc. This situation is common in 1960’s hillside properties built with exterior plywood 
such as vertical groove and T-111 types.
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Bolted together end and hold down posts. There are through bolts about every 5 or 6 feet on 
these tall walls. Note the absence of nails near the top end of the posts to lessen the chance of grain 
splitting under loads and the standard doubled nailing patterns on the shear walls.
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 So too, some buildings have interior foundations that can be used for shear walls. It is not un-
usual to use a rear wall in a garage for better strength. Older foundations often are not much more than 
14-16” deep. The boring bits go through them for hold down bolts. There are techniques for this condi-
tion taught in hands on classes that are better explained in a class or by an experienced engineer. It is 
possible to muck up wall design. There are some things to look out for in this.

Sometimes a series of smaller hold downs are installed on adjacent posts in place of one large 
one. Sometimes two small hold downs are placed on a single post. Consult with someone who knows 
this work or take a hands- on small class.

Foundation Caps are usually an extremely poor building problem solution and very bad deal for 
new homeowners. California Uniform Building codes require a minimum size of 7” tall and one single 
piece of rebar in a cap. The minimum size is about all that gets built in the East Bay Area. When a cap is 
constructed on a footing underneath that is or has disintegrated due to high water content or just bro-
ken up from age as all concrete eventually falls apart, the cap eventually subsides and fails also. Some-
times, the minimum 7” cap will start to crack and break within a year of placement.

 Within a year the soft green studs that replaced the seasoned strong original wall studs will be 
shrinking up to ¼” per foot. The outside siding usually the only lateral and seismic strength in the build-
ing is left off of or disconnected from the new soft fir sill plate.

So a strong cap has to be much taller than the 7” minimum as to have two runs of rebar such as a 
12” minimum size. With a two horizontal re- bar cap, some stirrups or vertical ties can be built between 
the two bars to form a cage. This becomes a foundation section of some strength and value. 
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Consider though when the compared linear footage cost difference between replacement of the 
original foundation and a cap is comparable, why not do the process right? A foundation contractor can 
easily improve the existing design by extending the footing width at the ground contact a few inches 
for extra security as well as installing anchor bolts in place connected to the rebar that are the best way 
to build hold downs from. Have the framing contractor or designer specify the best locations for these 
bolts to be cast into the forms. Too, this can be a good time to add soil drainage improvements with 
PVC drainage pipes, special drainage fabrics and gravel back fill.

In large and tall buildings, there are features such as rebar cages with wrap around stirrups mak-
ing up a super strong quality foundation. Partial stirrups and vertical sections can be added in the build-
up of the concrete forms. Ask your quality oriented builder for an economical upgrade and about this 
process. Adding rebar makes a foundation work in pull and push directions much better. Foundations 
without rebar work in one long direction only.

Often times a cheap and sleazy foundation cap is called for during inspections from pest compa-
nies during a property sale. It can be a money maker for a builder. Either the soil has piled up too high 
somewhere or there are some typical and very common shrinkage type cracks to be seen often at the 
corners of the property. This is a common and normal situation for one and two story residential build-
ings.

The local phone books are full of foundation contractors. Call around and get some bids for a re-
placement of the section in the ground that bears the weight of the house the footing. More often than 
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not the costs for a cap from a pest group and a foundation or partial section replacement are compa-
rable. Get those bids in writing. Ask for design ideas or improvements such as drainage paths.

                 

Note: the original siding or resistance to earthquake force component of the house was left off by 
the pest builders here. The top plate is cut and left discontinuous. This work would have not passed the 
inspection of any city site inspectors. Be very careful with builders who avoid the permit process.   
The foundation this cap was poured onto looks to be in average condition for a 100 year old building. So 
the root cause may have been a critical grade issue or a new truck etc.

Sometimes, some bargaining money is kept in a fund for repairs during the sale. So, the contract 
is signed for “improvement” work because “the money is free” and available in an escrow account. 
DON’T DO IT. There is no such thing as a free lunch. PLEASE REREAD THIS SECTION! There is no such 
thing as free money. Having a cap installed can be a disaster for the property you expect to dwell in for 
a long time. More fine older buildings are ruined with lousy cap work than any other cause in California. 
The cost difference between replacement of foundation sections and caps is often similar. Look Out 
with this. Here are the reasons.

For one, the cap location is called for where the sun doesn’t glare the most when the work will be 
done after closing in the Summer. It is nicer to work out of the harsh Sunlight. It will be called for on the 
Sunny side of the Street when the work will be done in the Winter. It is nice to stay warm in December. 
More than often the emergency repair will be where the pest workers can back their trucks right up to 
at their very easiest convenience. And don’t be surprised when the work is bid without building permit 
oversight.
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Fur Two, the fast and sleazy cap will be done with the cheapest labor possible and look like it too. 
Expect to find pumped in concrete covering a lot of wood framing. Look for split up toe nail connections 
and the studs randomly placed in some type of conga line snaking down the wall. 

More than likely the seasoned in place old growth red wood will go to the dumps along with the 
fine old studs mated in place on the walls above. What goes in will be soft new tree huge green grain 
wood that will shrink like crazy and pull that section of the house down as much as ¼” per foot over 
time. What was a fine old trouble free house now has loose and noisy floor boards, walls that have to 
be patched and painted on a regular basis, and windows and walls that won’t open well anymore and 
or let nature in. You will have taken a trip from rustic to wrecked courtesy of “free money”. 

Shrinking and settling down walls almost always open up and let water in. Who you gonna call to 
fix the new water damage?  More than likely the same clowns who ruined your house in the first place 
for the free money. They left their business card stapled up by the entry way door down there. Maybe 
your realtor@ said that they were good guys because the contractor showed up within an hour of his 
appointment time to do the pest work estimate.

Some of these “players” in the real estate closing business are recommended repeatedly by sales 
agents. Apparently the hack workmen you know are better than the ones you don’t know. AGAIN there 
is no such thing as a free lunch or free money. The remaining stock of fine old growth built buildings 
unmolested by hack builders is diminishing quickly. 

ECS in Oakland has to constantly bid for seismic work at 1X and to clean up after the buffoon 
builders at 3X. So the savings from “free money” work has to be then be spent after all and more.

The other big rotten set up to ruin your new house is critical grade. More house framing is molest-
ed up from this description of a semi mystical ground condition than any other. Over time, soil, leaves, 
and other organic debris builds up against the foundation. It is natural. At another time in our history, 
past generations had special tools to deal with this emergency situation. They were called shovels. Of-
ten they were utilized without full safety protection too. It was the Wild West. 

The build- up of mud when less than 6” previously and now about 8” from the top of the perime-
ter foundation vertically down towards the ground is called a critical grade level. Realize that for maybe 
100 years or much longer, fine homeowners had kept the soil levels down themselves. Someone could 
even be hired for this work. It may be possible to recreate this old world skill with special training.

Now in the modern world, maybe with the click of a button on the world wide web, you too can 
have your building’s walls completely ruined and rebuilt with wet green crappy lumber. It is free some-
times. Further on down the road, like 100 years from now, we can look back at the property records and 
see which fine owners decided to ruin the house at least on one side because, it was a free lunch.

The additional cost of specifying some seasoned or kiln dried posts and studs along with a new 
mudsill that won’t compress much as in a pressure treated Douglas fir plate which is what the codes 
require yet are not sold at home depot, just the similar looking but much softer hem fir p.t. plates could 
add as much as 200 or 300 dollars to a ten thousand dollar job. This is a small percentage of the work. 
SPECIFY THIS IN ANY FOUNDATION REPAIR WITH NEW WALL FRAMING IN IT. 

ECS recommends that you use the same due diligence that got you into your house and DO NOT 
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COAST along with all “the free money”. Please use your brane. One hundred years from now, we will 
thank you. P.S. when you want to see a superpurlative example of disassembling mumbling stumbling 
excuses, catch your pest guy installing weak and soft cheap pressure treated hemlock fir from the lum-
ber ware houses instead of the good and hard Douglas fir. The p.t. material comes with plastic infor-
mation tags stapled to the ends of them. They clearly state either D.F. of H.F. also as the customer you 
have the right to see the lumber yard sales receipts for material. Ask for them. Termite companies do 
this switch all the time. The cleanup of the wrong materials can triple the cost of a seismic upgrade job. 
Often it makes the cost of the upgrade prohibitive. There is a contractor’s license bond on deposit in 
Sacramento for California builders who refuse to do repairs when caught bungling a contract or code for 
good material. This bond is held for at least three years after a builder retires, so don’t fall for that head 
fake. The CSLB is there to help. First talk to your city inspector about what you are seeing. The codes 
call for hard Doug Fir not soft hem fir. When you can’t get a straight answer from anyone in the building 
process, hire a consultant. Read the above sections about walls that shrink down when you think this is 
not a problem waiting to happen. The fine house you keep from going to heck will reward you over the 
years.

Double check the building permit and call the site inspector for a conference when you suspect 
your builder is saving about 25 cents a foot on the mud sill material by using the hem lock fir that will 
compress down versus Douglas fir in California. Check the job card and see who signed off on lousy 
work when you find this work has been done for you. 

When you can’t get a straight answer, keep a paper trail of the action and call the Contractors 
State License Board for advice on how to file a complaint with them. The CSLB is one of the few state 
agencies in California that all builders pay attention to. It will get your builders attention. Overworked 
city site inspectors will come on board when the CSLB is there to provide resolution of problems. Keep 
a paper trail with dates of correspondence when getting poor work corrected. Don’t let some pest ruin 
your new property for you. 

For a final note, many new property owners sign off on a chemical Armageddon of chemical pest 
barriers placed a few feet below the soil often on the perimeter sides next to the house. These may 
not be the best places for future organic salad gardens or the children’s sand box. The barriers to stop 
subterranean termites may not be needed when you can get varied opinions from the at least three 
contractors you diligently called on to bid on quality foundation repair and pest work. Take your time 
and get advice you trust before you go nuclear on bugs in the soil by your house.

Or as we the inspectors would like to say but cannot during the inspections. “Oh, you just decided 
to coast your brane on everything after the sale closed did you. Well your garden should be ready to 
use in just thirty years or so”. 

Too the disclosure forms left from the licensed pest control company are worth reading some-
times. When none were delivered to you the property owner, ask for a copy from the firm that did the 
work in your crawl space- basement, an area you will be living above for awhile. There is a state regu-
latory board in Sacramento for pest control contractors. Should you have any problems getting good 
service from your local pest consortia, contact the board in Sacto.
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Early steel strong tie foundation side plates from the 1990’s. On the left is the Simpson AFP and 
the Harlan RFS-5. Neither is being manufactured today. Both were innovative for their time period. They 
heralded the mass production of side plates. Before 1990, hot rolled steel was cut and bored to make 
the connections between foundation and mud sills where the floor joists are on the sill plates in crawl 
spaces. 
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CHIMNEY BRACES

Among the most worthless and destructive ideas in the wide- wide world of the earthquake ret-
rofit work to watch is the bracing of chimneys. It is like this. Wood frame buildings move around some. 
Brick structures are rigid. If they are moving it is usually in the down direction! In moderate to middlin 
earthquakes, the wood frame buildings move some and masonary chimneys stay still.

A solid rod from the roof to the bricks eliminates that situation. The brick edifice must not move 
with the loose flexible old house. Making this happen is a very bad mistake.      
 When brick structures move it is usually not a good thing. Have a top engineer explain to you the dif-
ference between planer forces along a wall and out of plane or bending moments on brick walls and 
edifices. Local engineering societies can and will arrange lecturers for local civic groups upon request. 
They do this often times as a public service. Not that the message on this gets out. There are armies of 
builders ready to rigidly brace up roof top chimneys it seems. 

The picture below shows large electrical conduit crimped on the ends then bolted simply into two 
rafters and into an angle iron wrap around brace. This is the type of earthquake bracing that you don’t 
want. There are no good reasons for it.

In an area with small and moderate seismic events, this truss system is guaranteed to transfer 
most any movement of the flexible wood frame structure directly to the rigid old brick chimney. 

                                                                          

 In moderate loads such as typical wind storms and small earthquakes, the rigid rod, brace, or 
strap system you have paid very good money for will push and probably pull on your unreinforced very 
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heavy and very rigid massonary . Poorly thought out chimney braces which is about 99% of them in the 
Berkeley Oakland area will cause the chimneys to fail. Do not park your new Lexus under that accident 
waiting to happen. Mark the avallache or glide path and plan accordingly. Save that garden chair seat 
location for your mother in law.

    The California Uniform building code adhered to in Oakland requires that the top of the stack 
be at least ten feet away horizontally from any combustible material such as roof framing. Here the 
original ceramic post linear extends above a shortened and improved decorative section of the origi-
nal foundation. There are two styles of chimney here. The flue cap is a quality addition as it keeps rain 
water out along with trapping hot flying ash. This prevents the rain from getting in and mixing with 
the creosote to further degrade the mortar between the masonary. However, this red lead type metal 
prime painted angle iron brace will still push and pull on the remaining bricks in any event. From the 
matching paint on the flashing through the composition roofing material, this contraption may have 
been put in place by a roofing company.

Most of the instant self anointed expert fly by the seats of their pants contractors installing “chim-
ney braces” make the situation of chimney collapse more dangerous than when the masonary had been 
left alone. Most of these poorly thought out braces will also either pull pieces of the roof out of place 
or tear good sized holes in them. When they don’t push the chimney out from the side of the house in a 
big event, they will pull them in onto the roof. California roofs are built for about 20 pounds per foot of 
load on them. This is not 200 pounds per foot going 50 miles an hour as the calculations may have been 
figured.
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In the Bay Area, any drive by look at the chimneys in residential areas may scare you. Roofs in 
general are not designed for the side loads that these brace tie backs will impose on them. The tie back 
rods are simply lag bolted into roof rafters designed for a static light roof load and or the ridge peaks 
usually made of 1X4” framing of redwood that has been roasted in the sun for a century. Very few if any 
of these “safety” type braces are either city permit approved or engineered in any method at all. 

A very well designed chimney brace. There is a designed decorative stucco siding that appears to 
be on a plywood form. A quality top screen usually ties into double insulated pipe. The brace holding 
this work onto the roof may work well in the direction that the roof moves. 

    Public access and tall buildings should have their brick parapats, decorative siding veneers, and 
chimneys inspected by licensed engineers who have training in this subject. Often times a wrap of the 
bricks with a decorative plywood frame will go around the chimney before it is all tied back to framing 
members that are reinforced from inside an attic. These wrapped systems better resist bursting a hole 
in the roof when it all goes to the South as the structure moves in the opposite direction. Decorative 
stucco with chicken wire can be installed also to better hold the unit together sometimes. Too, the costs 
of removing the chimney down can be estimated at least to a ballpark range by a good designer. 

Structural engineering organizations have people devoted to this discipline. So before you just 
throw money at some Joe’s lawn mowing service, retrofitting and chimney bracing company, talk to a 
licensed professional at your local structural engineers association. There are state wide and nation- 
wide chapters with referral listings. Oh, and don’t be surprised when the consulting engineer suggests 
that an existing “brace” be removed, “as soon as possible!”.
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An elegant and solid solution to a toppled top section of an older residential chimney. 

 

 The top of this stub chimney has been very well re-pointed (grouted) with a decorative design 
that blends in with the original brick pattern. The exit height of the stack now meets and exceeds all 
standards.
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Most cities have metal smiths that can easily fabricate any roof flashings for a variety of building 
trades. For instance when the fit of through roof flashing for utility pipes does not match a limited 45 
degree or flat angle selection found at most lumber warehouses, call a metal fab shop. Good builders 
will know where they are and how to specify a special measurement. Not all sight lines for roofing vents 
work well with the either 45 degree angle or dead flat flashings

Here a top flashing blends into sold yet light pipe work. The stand- off tie rods transfer a light load 
that the older roof should be able to work with well. 
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 For about a month after the Loma Prieta event in the Bay Area, people removed the piles of 
loose and grouped bricks off of their roofs by themselves. Once the various building officials in the cit-
ies that treat property owners as ATM money dispensing machines, got wind of this loss of income for 
the cities general treasure chest, safety tags some for no occupancy allowed went up and professional 
contractors who must by state law carry full insurance along with the resulting large overhead costs and 
business fees in the thousands of dollars had to be hired. The lesson learned for homeowners here is 
“He who hesitates is lost”. 
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